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On April 29, we were able to celebrate our wonderful Cake Baker
Volunteers with a nice lunch in Rose Hall Dining Room. These lovely ladies
bake delicious cakes for our patients on their birthday and anniversaries.
We are thankful for all the time, energy and sweetness these ladies &
gentlemen give to Hospice of the Upstate!
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From the desk of
CEO Pam Melbourne
A YouTube video recently came to my attention that films an 88 year-old grandmother with a terminal
illness achieving her last wish - she wanted to zip line. If you have seen someone do this you know it
takes coordination and stamina. This grandmother needed help climbing on the platform to be
strapped in. You can hear her scream with delight as she flies through the air. Seeing this video made
me think about last wishes and the positive impact accomplishing those wishes can have on someone
who is facing the end of their life. It may be a very simple
wish, but if no one asks, it may not be communicated.
So many times when a person receives the news that they
have a limited life expectancy, there is a sense of just
waiting for death, not something many look forward to.
What if we gave that person the opportunity to look
forward to something exciting or comforting that would
provide a greater peace of mind?
In your busy schedule, remember to ask patients what they want to accomplish before the end of their
life. What is on their bucket list? There may be some limitations, but what might be arranged can be
surprising. Sometimes just trying or thinking about it gives people hope.

Each of us can relate to the life of a butterfly – our life journey takes us through many different changes and
challenges. When we embrace these changes, what seemed impossible can be transformed into beauty.
Our 7th Annual Butterfly and Dove Release celebrates the lives of our family
and friends. Use this unique opportunity to reserve a Painted Lady
Butterfly or White Dove in honor of someone special. No prior hospice
affiliation is necessary to participate.
Join us on Sunday, May 17th at 2:00pm for a mass release of over 400
butterflies in the Hospice Meditation Gardens followed by a flight of
beautiful white doves.
To reserve a butterfly or dove, go online at www.hospiceoftheupstate.com,
see Carol Kreson or Ashla Anderson.
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ABC Awards
This month the Above and Beyond Care Award goes to Mary Fortunato, Beth Spooner, Sam Morgan
and DiAnne Selman for demonstrating the Face of Hospice of the Upstate.
Mary Fortunato receives the ABC Award for going above and beyond though demonstrating
accountability, communication and competency. Mary embraces new challenges. When taking
on responsibility for filing, she started proofreading notes to catch errors before filing in the
charts. Mary demonstrates the Face of Hospice in her daily work as she quietly goes about
supporting the Charge Nurse and the Medical Director in the Hospice House.
Beth Spooner gets the ABC award for assuring that a patient in need of medication received the
medication timely. Instead of doing the comfortable thing of going home after a 12 hour shift, Beth
volunteered to deliver a medication on her way home. Beth demonstrates the Face of Hospice
with her accountability and willingness to do what is right by our patients and families.
A co-worker reports that Sam Morgan “has been the absolute best help set up for the Dementia
Dialogues each week. He always does whatever I ask of him without a single complaint, even on
short notice.” Sam receives the ABC Award for being accountable to make Hospice of the Upstate
and its employees look good to the public.
DiAnne Selman, Volunteer Coordinator, receives the ABC Award for her willingness to step in
and place a volunteer when needed on short notice. Diane states that she “would do it herself if
she could not find a volunteer.” Diane demonstrates communication by listening to the needs of
patients, families and staff. She demonstrates accountability for owning the responsibility to
make sure the family received assistance from a volunteer.

Please congratulate our ABC Award Winners for May and thank them
for being part of the Hospice of the Upstate Team!
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Stay Up-to-Date in May!
Staff Meeting
May 13
Rose Hall Dining Room
at 8:00am

Birthdays
05/01– Debbie Schmitz
05/02– Melody Cox
05/03– Jamie Ellers
05/03– Nivea Walker
05/05– Evelyn Sizer
05/09– Ellandra Davis
05/19– Tom Van Becelaere
05/21– Rodney Dunagan
05/21– Kristin Gil
05/24– Robert Plott
05/27– Terri Martin
05/30– Janice Wilson

Faces ‘Round the Table
May 20
Lyons Conf Room
at 11:30 am
Invitation Only

Anniversaries
One Year
Jackie Jennings
Tracy Hayes
Emilie Nelson
Deborah Black
Brenda McCowan
Laurie Todd
Kelly Culpepper
Two Years
Sam Morgan

Five Years
Katheryne Osborne
Seven Years
Kathy Kelly

Eleven Years
Patricia Wakefield
Thirteen Years
Susan Toye

Hospice of the Upstate

“Building a bridge to
the future.”
Pillars of Focus
Accountability
Competency
Communication

WE are the FACES of
Hospice of the Upstate!
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Across
2. black and white ball
3. you need a pedicure
5. best drink of choice
6. great snack
8. outside chores
12. a hat will help
14. fresh foods

Down (con’t)
7. great to eat in spring
9. fun to try outside
10. write down your activity and intake

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

11. fun on the rocks
13. see your provider yearly
16. part of spring

15. get 8 hours each night
17. to do in your neighborhood
18. in a diamond
19. bees love it
Down
1. do this 3 times a week
2. always wear it
4. remember your sunscreen
6. plant a few in your yard
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JCAHO Moment
with Rodney Dunagan
Assessment and Re-Assessment of patients
The goal of any assessment is to determine the care, treatment, or services that will meet the patient’s initial and
continuing needs. Patient needs must be reassessed throughout the course of care, treatment, or services.
Identifying and delivering the right care, treatment, or services depends on the following three processes:

1. Collecting information about the patient’s health history as well as physical, functional, and psychosocial
status.
2. Analyzing the information in order to understand the patient’s needs of care, treatment, or services.
3. Making care, treatment, or services decisions based on the analysis of the information collected.
The depth and frequency of an assessment depends on a number of factors, including the patient’s needs, program
goals, and the care, treatment, or services provided. Assessment activities may vary between settings and level of
care.
Information gathered at the patient’s first contact may indicate the need for more data intensive assessments. At
the minimum, the need for further assessments are determined by the care, treatment, or services sought; the patient’s presenting condition(s); and (most importantly) whether the patient agrees to the recommended care,
treatment, or services.

JCAHO Requirement:
Standard – PC.01.02.01
Based on the patient’s condition and the care, treatment, or services it provides, the organization defines the
following as information it collects in the patient’s assessment and re-assessment:
 Diagnosis and Prognosis
 Physical findings
 Medical History (Lab values if any, drug allergies, medication compliance, current medication use)
 Functional Status (include nutritional status and diet)
 Psychosocial Status
 Cultural or Religious practices that may affect care
 Medical Equipment (when at home)
 Care the family or support system is capable of and willing to provide (when at home)
 Education needs, including the abilities, motivation, and readiness to learn (when at home)
 Barriers and safety hazards in the home environment (when at home)
 Any other relevant information that may affect the patient’s goals

The key is using these assessments to guide your individualized care planning –
planning that includes patient and family goals.
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Happenings at
Hospice of the Upstate

Our Dementia Dialogues class was a huge
success, bringing in over 65 members of
the community each week. Dr. Maci Smith
will be coming back in September to teach
the class in the late afternoon!
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